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About This Game

The core mechanic of Lumbermancer is controlling both the lumbermancing wizard and the lumbermancered logs
simultaneously!
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This is the Lumbermancer. He has the power to summon log minions to do his dark dark dark dark bidding, to cast spells, and
to collect the resources to progress through the stages. He can't directly slay the creatures of the forest though! And he can't

defend himself! For that, he relies on...

These Logs! You can summon a log, and manipulate what type of log it is on the fly. Each of the four types serves a particular
purpose. The shovel log can plant seeds to fill your wood supply, powering your lumbermancing abilities. The sword log can

move quickly and perform melee attacks to kill the beasts of the woods. The torch log is needed to keep your Lumbermancer's
lantern lit so that you can see your way through the dark forest. The arrow log moves slow, but can perform ranged attacks to

stick arrows in enemy buns.

By controlling the wizard with one hand and your log with the other, you have to navigate your way through enemies and keep
your Lumbermancer alive!

There are four main areas of the woods, plus an unlockable endless forest, a secret boss, and a shop.
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In the shop, you can trade souls with Death to get powerful and sometimes not-so-powerful spells! Like lazer eyes and a naked
code! You perform these spells with the hand that controls the wizard, through an ancient arcane movement of the

joystick/keypad. Imagine doing a Hadouken in Street Fighter, but instead of a fireball coming out, you make a pig appear.

Even wizards with unimaginable powers aren't always on epic quests. In Lumbermancer, the stakes are pretty low. The fate of
the world isn't in your hands, and there's no princess to be saved. BUT! It is lunchtime. And there's only one thing your guts
desire...a sandwich. You know where to get the ingredients. Holy Toast from the Ghost King, Witch's Lettuce from the Bell
Witch, Toadmatoes from the Swamp, and a slice of the Devil's Bologna. That's not to say that it won't be dangerous. These

creatures won't give up their treasures easily...
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 250 MB available space
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We enjoyed every bit of this game in multiplayer. This is the first VR game that we recommend for this price tag.

In the following video we will quickly take you into the multiplayer gameplay of the first campaign (Kobayashi Maru) in a fast
and fun way:

https://youtu.be/E4-UBzfPZC0

You will see the Tactical, Engineer and Captain roles played on both Vive and Oculus. And you will see us have loads of fun
together ;) At the end you can watch our full review:

If you don't want to watch a video, please read on for a summary of our review:

* What we really like is that the early part of the game is designed to ease players into the gameplay (something you really need
in this game). Following the tutorial first is recommended.
* Playing with friends/or randoms is so much fun and enjoyable, mainly because you have to intensively work together and
every decision you make will determine what happens.
* Comfortable VR experience, just sit down and relax and only use your arms and head ;)
* Vive, Oculus, PSVR players can play together. Not sure about you guys, but we LOVE this.
* Link uplay to Steam to make the launch of the game seamlessly and play with all platforms.
* Good variation of objectives, missions/campaigns. Be bad captain and kill everything you encouter or save everyone, you can
decide it with your crew (8 hours of story mode, endless voyages).
* Astonishing graphics, great experience.
* No need of Star Trek knowledge to be able to play, but as a Star Trek fan you will enjoy the things that really reminds you of
the series.
* Even with only button pressing on a screen this game is very immersive, engaging and exciting. Actually could make me sweat
a bit when we were attacked. I recommend sitting on a desk/gaming chair with armrests, that way its more immersive.
* To be honest we have nothing bad to say about it at the moment. The only thing that might be worth mentioning is that some
objectives might get repetitive - but as a Star Trek fan you'll probably still enjoy this.

It really feels like a full game and we are impressed. However, we haven't finished the game yet, so we might have a few
improvement pointers later on. We definitely recommend this game if you like to play it in multiplayer. Single player is
intricate, but doable with AI (the AI is intuitive). Would only recommend to get this game for singleplayer if you are fan of Star
Trek.. I knew that this is very short and that it will be nothing special at all, but also in technical matters this game is very
flawed.

1. In this short play time I accidentally clipped through objects and got stuck several times.
2. The camera is moving up and down all the time if there are just tiny stones on the ground. This made me feel sick and it
seemed laggy although it wasn't.
3. Rocks are slightly transparent.
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4. Heavy performance drop in a scene shortly before the end
5.Also, I might be picky, but the wells are just placed flat on the ground so there is no actual deep hole to see.

One good thing is, it didn't crash.

Apart from that I had problems with the controller support, but that's just a usual Unity thing and I knew how tro fix that.. It's
gonna be great just give it some time. I admit, after coming from its little brother, Mini-Dead, I was somewhat disappointed by
Dead.
I'd hate to sound like a smug, stuck-up prick, but my main gripe is that the bosses are hard, but not hard or fun enough for my
tastes. Coming back to Mini-Dead, its bosses are rather easy as well as long as you're paying attention to what's happening, but it
was challenging and fun because of its fast pace that resulted from its unique and innovative movement and control system,
which could have led to more innovative bosses. It's unfortunate that Dead's controls is that of a twin-stick shooter; the locked
movement speed meant it had to sacrifice fast pacing. Dead's bosses' patterns are also rather simple to memorise and therefore
their attacks are easy enough to avoid.

Granted, I've only beaten 6 out of the 10 bosses, but frankly, if 60% of the game wasn't engaging enough for me and the other
40% was, then I feel it would be very unfair to laud the game with praise based on that 40%.

With that said, I do recommend this game. The previously-mentioned gripes were due to my personal tastes and preferences, but
looking past that, I can see how this game can be more fun for someone else. I will just hope that they expand upon Mini-Dead
and make a bigger Mini-Dead, which would place it in an awkward state for naming.. Currently not finished, so the Story Mode
will be delivered in the next 24-48 hours. The arcade mode is also not implemented and maybe in one week available. The story
mode is done in some minutes and you have to look only for some specific people to shoot them, so you need more time to find
the people - not really a story!

The "action" part in a car is also not really realistic. The sliding of the car is too slow and feels like slow motion. The "action"
part (shooting romero guys in a car, who follow you was strange because each window of the car was black (not transparent) and
I finished it only with lucky shot....

Currently not recommended - will be updated if new content is available.. This game is out since 2012, but has so many bugs
which really kills the game. Crashing every now and then (found solution in forum saying to remove water and workers from
building \/ field before changing anything = worked ). but then there is problem with cars, time to time they decide to stop
moving for no damn reason. Definetly not recomended to pay for this game ..... For a hours fun this games price isnt bad at all,
it doesnt need to be on sale for you to get it.

The game is short but quite challenging puzzle game at heart.

The game has decent music accompanying the game which really adds to the game making it more fun and enjoyable. All in all
the game isnt long as i mentioned is has several levels for you to play of which a few of them will be offering you a challenge
but they can be completed. The physics behind the game is amazing, but if they added a few more levels the game would of
been even more enjoyable, but for the price this game really is great.. A unique and fun puzzle game that kind of needs a story
or some sort of progression to be as satisfying as it should be. As it stands, you have a two minute test after which your
performance is evaluated and you get a letter grade. I'd really like to see this developed into something more engaging, be it a
Papers, Please style slow reveal, or something comical like the old John Cheever story about the radio.

I'll note that the game is wonky sometimes, with "good" solutions flickering between two video clips and the sound jittery. This
seems to come and go. If your game doesn't look and sound like the gameplay trailer, try a reboot. Or do what I did and just wait
several months.

Recommended even so. It's fun and there's nothing else on Steam quite like it.. nice to see this game back but it seems a lot of
the units former dialog is missing from the steam version. Killed a guy in cold blood, still got the Pure of Heart achievement.
10/10 would shoot that drunken rat bastard again.
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It looks promising, I don't know if it is my computer or the game but every time i catch a bolt the game stuters.
Maybe it would be worth looking into it if someone else is experiencing the same problem.. More like "Pineapple Sex Crew."
Boy, that wasn't funny, or clever. ♥♥♥♥ it just play the game already.. look like angry bird if you ask me!. Frustratingly dull.. I
love this game, and buy all the DLC instantly.

This one, and to a lesser extent Vertex, both felt... empty. The ideas were put into effect too quickly, you can tell these tracks
were rush orders. They're short, are in the same area give or take a little bit. There's no exploration like the other areas in the
main game. The pipe levels are also the worst, you'd think that would be cool, but instead it's just guided boredom.

I felt like with this DLC I had been to Disney with the main game and these last two DLCs are like someone taking me to the
town fair afterwards. Sure, I have fun. But not as much as Disney by a long shot.. Relaxing, engaging, very nice artwork and
clever at times. Not the best HOG of all time, but in the upper ranks! Well worth your time and money. By the way, devs, kudo
for some particularly nice looking trading cards! Definitely recommended.. Hi team,

FIrst of all, thank you so much for developing this game. it helps A LOTS. Cheers! :))
My dating game improved so much. Then i'm stucking in a hard situation:

I'm a non-religious Asian while she's a Christian French.
There are a lot of barriers between us.

I'm looking forward for SS3. Hope that it might help with my case.

Sincerely
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